
The following rebate policy is to be adhered to when travel agencies are 
marketing, advertising and selling MSC Cruises in the United States.   

• An agency cannot advertise, market or sell a cruise only or cruise
package (cruise, air, hotel, transfer package provided by MSC Cruises) at a
price below MSC Cruises published or contracted pricing programs. The
marketing, advertising and selling mediums shall include, but not be
limited to, TV, radio, newspaper, catalogs, direct mail, and all on-line
vehicles such as search engines, websites, e-mail, pop-ups, and banners.

• Value-adds may continue to be provided by travel agencies.  The value-add
should be part of a Sales & Marketing plan promoting MSC Cruises and
should not be an offer that is regularly given to customers in the normal
course of business.  The value-add cannot be cash or a cash equivalent item
such as a gift card or gift check to be used against the base price of the
cruise. Acceptable value-adds are items that can be advertised separate from
the cruise base price.  Value-add items include any pre-paid services MSC
Cruises has to offer via our call centers or through
MSCBook.com.

Agencies in violation of these policies will be subject to written warning, a 
reduction in the co-op support provided by MSC Cruises and other actions 
such as, but not limited to, a reduction in the base commission paid on 
all future cruises booked by that agency. 

Disclaimer - This policy is subject to change without notice and not all scenarios have been outlined or included in this document. 
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Q. Will MSC Cruises continue to offer discounts through their Voyagers Club Loyalty program?
A. Yes, MSC Cruises offers approved, discounted rates to our loyalty members.

Q. What is a value-add?
A. A value-add is a booking incentive provided by our Travel Partners.

Q. What is the policy for offering value-added benefits to a guest booking?
A. The following guidelines apply - The value-add cannot be a cash or a cash equivalent item such as a gift card or gift 
check. The dollar amount or percentage cannot be advertised with the exception of on-board credits.

Q. What is an acceptable value-add?
A. Acceptable Value Adds (or combination of them) can be items sold by MSC Cruises via our call centers or
MSCBook.com; or something provided by the Travel Partner as a gift with a value not to exceed 10% of the cruise fare. 
Amenities offered through our Group Amenities program are also permitted.

Q. Are prepaid gratuities, cruise insurance or shore excursions permitted as a value-add?
A. Yes, items sold by MSC Cruises via our call centers or MSCBook.com are permitted.

Q. Can I offer on-board credits as a value-add?
A. Yes, items sold by MSC Cruises via our call centers or MSCBook.com are permitted.

Q. Am I permitted to offer a gift card of any kind as a value-add?
A. No, gift cards have a dollar value associated and is against MSC Cruises policy.

Q. Can taxes be offered to a guest as a value-add?
A. No, this is not permitted.

Q. Can an agency make final payment to MSC Cruises for less than the gross total amount due on an FIT 
booking?
A. Yes, final payment can be less than the gross total amount provided the payment is made by an agency check.  All 
payments by credit card must pay the gross total amount.

Q. Can I advertise my group rates with the amenity points my agency will receive?
A. Yes, groups may be advertised with amenities they are receiving provided the amenity is not a Bonus Commission or 
Marketing Funds. The rate advertised cannot be less than the group contracted rate.  In the case where amenity points are 
being utilized as a stateroom discount, the advertised rate may not be lower than the group contracted rate less the 
amenity value.

Q. Can I pay less than gross balance due on a group booking?
A. Yes, groups are permitted to pay less than the gross amount due if paid by agency check.  This is based on group 
amenity points and tour conductor credits.  All payments by credit card must pay the gross total amount.
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